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$70,000

Nestled in the heart of a picturesque locale, this exceptional 615m2 block of land presents a golden opportunity to build

the home of your dreams. Boasting a cleared and elevated position off the road, this parcel of land offers the perfect

canvas for creating a residence that combines both luxury and tranquility.Key FeaturesSize and Elevation: Spanning an

expansive 615m2 with approx: 20.4m frontage this block of land provides ample space for your envisioned architectural

masterpiece. The elevated position not only adds to the allure of the property but also offers breathtaking panoramic

views of the surrounding natural beauty.Serene Surroundings: Positioned in a beautiful area, the neighborhood exudes a

sense of peace and charm. Imagine waking up to the gentle rustling of leaves and the melodious songs of birds in the

morning a daily serenade from nature.This block is part of a great neighborhood that has been witnessing the construction

of well-proportioned homes, setting a benchmark for quality and design. The area strikes a perfect balance, not overly

built up, providing residents with a harmonious blend of community living and spacious privacy.Opportunity

Knocks:Whether you're a family looking for the ideal place to build your forever home or an investor seeking a prime

piece of real estate, this listing is an opportunity that shouldn't be missed. With its combination of size, elevation, and the

charm of its surroundings, this block of land provides the perfect foundation for creating a home that's both a sanctuary

and a showcase.Don't miss out on the chance to be part of a community that values quality living and embraces the

natural beauty that makes this area truly special. Envision the possibilities and seize this chance to turn your dream home

into a reality. Contact us today to explore this captivating land opportunity!


